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I draw on Derrida’s limitless extension of the concept of writing to read Freud on dreams, and to explore relations between words, phenomenal or sensory experience and life itself. I agree with Freud, Derrida and Cixous that words are also things and argue that what linguistics recognises as the sign can be marked, as a sculpted piece of stone might be, by the shaping violence of a force other than language. That opening remains traceable in the text. Dream writing names a lived experience of force: magical in its power, unlocatable in psychic terms, moving between languages, dependent on belief.





‘Why find a name,’ asks Freud in The Interpretation of Dreams, ‘if it does not teach us anything new?’ (Freud 1999: 355).​[1]​ The name that Freud is in the process of finding is ‘regression,’ the name for what he calls an ‘inexplicable phenomenon’ whereby ‘an idea transforms itself in dreams back into the sensory image from which it once, at some time, emerged.’ According to Freud, the dream’s ‘content of imagined ideas is not framed as thoughts, but transformed into sensory images [sinnliche Bilder] which we believe in, which we think we are actually experiencing [erleben]’ (Freud 1999: 348; 1987: 540).​[2]​ And although there are dreams that consist of thoughts and are still dreams, and although it is not only in dreams that transformations of ideas into sensory images occur, for Freud this absolute vividness of the dream, when it is present, strikes him as being the most notable characteristic of dreaming, so that the ‘life of dreams [Traumleben]’ is ‘unthinkable without it’ (Freud 1999: 349; 1987: 540).​[3]​
It is impossible for me to imagine dream writing without this omission of ‘perhaps’ that Freud says dreams have (Freud 1999: 348).​[4]​ There is no ‘as if’ in dream writing. We believe it, we think we are actually experiencing it. That is, we experience it. There are no inverted commas, no ideas, no hypotheses. I believe there is a dream writing that is experienced. But how do we find a way there? According to Derrida’s gloss on the word, ‘“experience” also means passage, traversal, endurance, and rite of passage, but can be a traversal without line and with an invisible border’ (Derrida 1993: 14-15). The dream world would seem to be an experience of the latter kind. We have to find ourselves in it rather than finding our way to it. Life-like, it has no address or entrance. It is elliptical: detour through and through. That’s why it’s necessary to talk about it in terms of belief. Its time is now, the simple present, in Strachey’s standard translation of  The Interpretation, ‘the straightforward present’ (Freud 2001: 534). Dream writing can teach us something about what Derrida calls ‘the enigma of presence’ (Derrida 2002c: 247). We could wander about for some time in the neighbourhood of the psyche, theorizing, looking for proofs, and not get to the now, the through-way, the overture that begins dream writing.
Language welcomes dreams. Freud describes how the dream-work can condense words from different languages into a German-English-Yiddish word-pudding or unheard-of ‘verbal hotch-potch’ called Maistollmütz (see Freud 1999: 227; 2001: 296-7). Dream writing expands our vocabulary from the inside; it comes from a secret inside of language that does not belong to it or to us. Dream writing has the good fortune to be between-language. It’s permanently on tour: like all writing, it never comes back. A tour is in French a turn, a trip, a trick and a tower. A tower, as we shall see, can be a rather unwelcoming or trapping kind of home. And now I can tell those of you who don’t already know, what a dream-hole is: a bell-chamber opening or a spire-light, ‘a hole in the wall of a steeple [or] tower’ (OED). At one time it was thought to be a type of window, meant to let in light (see, for example the current edition of  Chambers dictionary), but now the name ‘dream-hole’ is ‘supposed (by modern archaeologists) to have been originally applied to the holes in church-towers and belfries by which the sound passed out’ (OED, emphasis added).
The regression from thoughts to sensory experiences does not only take place in dreams. It is part of reading and writing. And it has to do with what is to come from language. The word ‘dream-hole’ gives us something very precious, an ancient sense of English ‘dream’ that is not translated by German Traum or French rêve. For in English ‘dream’ is a homonym: one signifier points in the direction of two different significations. ‘It seems to us,’ Derrida writes, ‘in principle impossible to separate, through interpretation or commentary, the signified from the signifier’ (Derrida 1976: 159). Dream-hole would be the name of a secret way through the homonym, a threshold joining one surface of the word and another. A magic door between ‘dream’ and ‘dream.’ With this possibility comes the phantom of a return to the unity of a single concept denoted by a single word, a retour. But retour also names the repetition of a cadence and the opening of a future as change. For example, repeated letters can turn back on themselves, turning into another word that changes the thought’s direction. Tour, for example can easily turn into trou, the French word for a hole. As anyone who has ever found themselves in one will know, a hole is something that is not exactly there. 
In Old English - retro-English - dream meant ‘joy, pleasure, gladness, mirth, rejoicing’ or ‘the sound of a musical instrument; music, minstrelsy, melody; noise, sound’ (OED). To ‘dream’ was ‘to make a musical or joyful noise; to make melody.’ So dream writing is joy-writing, sound-writing, sensory writing. ‘Dream’ in the sense I’m taking up here is not the same word, philologists believe, as ‘dream’ in the sense of ‘a train of thoughts, images or fancies passing through the mind during sleep’ (OED). That kind of dream or Traum is derived from an Old German word meaning ‘to deceive or delude,’ which comes in turn from the Old Norse word for ghost, draugr. So the resemblance between dream-as-pleasure and dream-as-delusion is a trick one, an apparition of language: in fact each word means something very different. The word is not the same as itself. However this formal resemblance is also the possibility of a decisive and consequential regression towards sound and the hallucinatory sound-image in language. To writing that is like a dream in that it is – Freud’s words – ‘experienced [erlebt] as a scene’ (Freud 1999: 347; 1987: 539).​[5]​ This writing regression moves towards and affirms something other than language. Perhaps it affirms the force that Derrida describes in ‘Force and Signification,’ saying: ‘Force is the other of language without which language would not be what it is’ (Derrida 2002b: 31). There is something other than language at the origin of poetry and the book, there where the book closes on itself, rolled up like a blind tower, and writing begins. But to speak of the book is to run ahead. For now we are inside the tower: there is no door, no window, no dream, no chance of a detour, no way out. Alone and silent, we are writing in the dark, or in the dark, we are writing. It’s not light enough to tell. The movement of regression displaces familiar notions of ‘the sound of words’ with an unthinking transfer of intensity that produces  what Freud calls ‘the hallucinatory vividness [Belebung] of perceptual images.’ (Freud 1999: 355; 1942 548).​[6]​  
Freud is too scrupulous to tell us where regression in dreams takes place,  but he does give us an image or picture of an interior, the chambers and cylindrical shafts of ‘a composite microscope, say, or a photographic apparatus’ or a telescope (Freud 1999: 349).​[7]​ Something like that. ‘The psychical location then corresponds to a place within this apparatus where one of the preliminary stages of the image comes about. In the microscope or telescope, as we know, these are partly hypothetical locations, places where no tangible component of the apparatus is sited.’ Dream life is experienced in an unlocatable place, then, a sort of dream-hole where the image starts to come about. ‘I shall carefully avoid the temptation to determine psychical locality in any anatomical fashion’ says Freud (Freud 2001: 536). He is making one of his periodical renunciations of scientific desire. The dreaming psyche is not reducible to a body-part, nor does it have a metaphorical relation to anatomy. It is a movement, it has to go through the figurative language of Freud’s analogy of an optical apparatus without resting there. It keeps on the move to survive. It lives. That is the movement or passage dream writing risks. It travels, it is an experience. 
Architecturally speaking, a dream-hole was built into the tower that it opens for sound, just as one builds a window, forming a kind of deliberate ellipsis in stone. But what about a hole in a word? What form could that possibly take? Hélène Cixous writes about certain English poems with a stony biblical quality incorporating ‘mots-pierres, des mots-tessons, des formulas, des capsules contenant tout Dieu [word-stones, word-shards, formulas, capsules containing all God]’ (Cixous 2005: 15-16, my translation). ‘All God,’ she says, describing a writing that is capable of being completely divine, divinely complete and then again absolutely capacious, as if empty like a hole. Like a hole or a mouth. The stones or tablets immediately dissolve like magic drugs into a scene of reading as interlinguistic kiss, an idiomatically French kiss, for langue here names the very experience of the embrace of tongue and language, falling in love with words, by words, as if all love began with love of language: 
Ta langue, je reviens toujours à elle, elle est bien gardée, j’essaie d’écarter tes lèvres avec ma langue ou bien c’est toi sur mes lèvres, je ne sais plus ce qui est dedans ce qui est dehors, tes mots sont-ils dans ma bouche quand je lis dans ta langue, le plus léger attouchement d’une syllabe a la mystérieuse puissance d’une pénétration [Your tongue, I return to it always, it is well guarded, I try to part your lips with my tongue or rather it is you on my lips, I no longer know what is inside and what is outside, your words are they in my mouth when I read them in your language, the lightest touch of a syllable has the mysterious power of a penetration.]’ (Cixous 2005 : 16)
A word has no ears to hear dream, no nerves to experience dream, no voice, no instrumental skill to dream and no capacity for sleep theatre, no psyche, no human anatomy, but we, as readers or writers, can lend it all these things, for the word to use in its own way. There is a hollowing-out at work in dream writing, not necessarily of an obvious kind, an un-work as unthinking as the dream-work. A risk is being taken. Dream writing can be a rather severe - because held back, passive and suspended - kind of experience. If ‘dream’ meant pleasure in Old English, then pleasure can be, as Derrida points out, a very complicated thing. He explains that pleasure can ‘accumulate, intensify through a certain experience of pain, ascesis, difficulty, an experience of the impasse or of impossibility’ (Derrida 1995: 198). He emphasises that one must live to reach such pleasure: 
To get at the very complicated pleasure we were just talking about, to get this pleasure, I suppose one must, at a given moment, stand at the edge of catastrophe or the risk of loss. Otherwise, one is only applying a surefire programme. So, one must take risks. That’s what experience is.
Is it not impossible, for example, that writing could make a noise? Is it not impossible, that writing could reach what Freud calls the dream’s ‘pitch of complete sensory vividness [Lebhaftigkeit]’ (Freud 2001: 543: 1987:  548)? But where is the sound in writing? Here we must appeal to stone-cold belief, what Derrida calls ‘that other belief … credence par excellence’ (Derrida 2004: 147). He recalls the phrase from Of Grammatology ‘in a text where we already believe ourselves to be’ (Derrida 1976: 162; 1967a: 233), saying:
I wonder whether today, at the end of a long road, I wouldn’t make the word “believe [croyons]” carry the whole weight of it. In the polysemy, indeed the homonymy of the verb croire […] I would insist on that other belief, the credence par excellence, which is possible only by believing in the impossible. A miracle is in the realm of the ordinary for pure belief. And the “text where we believe ourselves to be,” another name for this place, place in general, interests me only where the impossible, that is to say the incredible, encircles and harries it, making my head turn, leaving an illegible trace within the taking place, there, in the vertigo, “where we believe ourselves to be.” … Place is always unbelievable for me, as is orientation. Khōra is incredible. That means: one can only believe in it, coldly, impassively, and nothing else. As in the im-possible. (Derrida 2004: 147) 
The artist Louise Bourgeois, not at all a dreamer, describes making holes to make her sculpture Sails. She finds a piece of marble at Carrera that already holds the gentle curve of a sail. She is struck by this geologically generated shape, she sees, she says, ‘a kind of anatomy there,’ and ships the stone home to New York (Bourgeois 1998 168). 
So after it arrived, it took me a year to see how I was going to make that curve say something I wanted to say. So the two aspects of the motivation appear here – there is that tenderness of the curve, the high polish ready for the light to be reflected in, and then the terrific need I had actually to destroy it – to destroy it in order to reconstruct it. This is basically what happens. This was achieved by piercing the stone through and through – through the centre – and basically coming to terms with the problem I wanted to resolve when I got to the crux of the matter. (169)
The centre, the crux of the matter, has to do with holes. The piercing of Bourgeois’ stone required a particular power tool, and a particular Werkmeister  to handle its force.​[8]​ The right kind of destruction was needed. Bourgeois describes how creative force works:
The tool was called a core drill. The blade is a cylinder with very little teeth at the end. Very gently it will dig and take out the marble in layers, like layers of skin, gradually expanding the tunnel. So there was a telescopic tunnel – like one cylinder inside another, which I did just because it was interesting. If the marble had been flawed – if it had had another natural curve inside it, we would have run the danger of having the thing split – beautiful! along a parallel curve. But there was no splitting because of the gentleness, the preciseness of the tool. So we drove a tunnel right through it. The tunnel became an acquired quality of the thing. (Bourgeois 1998 171)
Dream writing also risks itself in order to attempt to bring an acquired quality into the thing. It wants to touch word-things and change them while still allowing them to be just as they were. In doing this a writer would make her mark. But because this acquired quality is an elliptical quality, a tunnelling in language, how does one place it? How does one sign nothingness? Where, in the telescopic tunnels of dream writing do the preliminary stages of a work [oeuvre] come into being? When do those preliminary stages happen in a work which is not dependent, Bourgeois insists, on the successful communication of the artist’s intentions, but on the time-and-again visibility of the unsaid of the work? She puts it better: ‘you are supposed to see it by yourself’ (Bourgeois 1998 169). So my inquisitive hows, wheres and whens are the wrong questions and they are wrong because they are questions. One must believe.
The telescope or microscope or photographic apparatus that Freud talks about when he addresses the topic of psychical location and regression in dreams is not a magic eye that captures what it sees. Freud’s emphasis lies elsewhere. These prosthetic eyes of the psyche are helplessly open. Somewhere in their blindness is a place that is not a place, where an image or a voyage begins. So let’s go back to the bell-tower and the dream-hole. This means going back to an absolute risk of not getting through, of not being true to the truth. It is also the return to the unextinguishable desire for truthfulness that makes dream writing the birthplace of thought. I have a particular tower in mind, a dark tower in an English poem, a ‘round squat turret, blind as the fool’s heart, / Built of brown stone, without a counterpart / In the whole world’ (Browning 1979: 139). Its writer, Robert Browning, said of the poem from which these lines come: 
Childe Roland came upon me as a kind of dream. I had to write it, then and there, and I finished it the same day, I believe. But it was simply that I had to do it. I did not know what it meant beyond that, and I’m sure I don’t know now. But I’m very fond of it. (Browning 1979: 134n1).
The title of the poem is ‘Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came.’ Browning says, as we just heard, that Childe Roland ‘came upon’ him. And Browning built the dark tower out of brown stone, so it is both absolutely undistinguished and very carefully singled out and named with a name that is part of his own. But that’s not all. The Dark Tower is ‘blind’: it has no door, window or dream-hole. Its blindness makes it imponderable, a veil veiling unknowable interiority. It is for this reason a counterpart of the unlocatable places inside optical instruments that Freud used as metaphors to describe psychical location: ‘places where no tangible element of the apparatus is located’ (Freud 1999: 349).​[9]​  Such places, because they are unlocatable, absolutely unique, could indeed contain what the poem calls a ‘whole world.’ 
It says in the Encyclopaedia Britannica that churches began to have towers at about the same time they began to have crypts. A crypt was usually situated underneath the altar and was traditionally identified with the ‘place of death or burial of a saint to whom the church was dedicated’ (see ‘Church’ 1962: 672). This identification bi-locates the crypt, subjecting it to a mysterious displacement. It is both the place of death or burial and the place under the altar, so it is a place twice over and not quite the place itself. It is a counter-place or the counterpart of a place. Death happened there, and it didn’t happen there. Only there, underneath the altar, therefore nowhere, therefore everywhere. Crypts are secret energy-capsules for churches, contenant tout Dieu.
Childe Roland was a French hero, and Browning’s poem was written in Paris, but in any case, the dark tower is a trou: low, round, earth-coloured. It is an upraised hole, a scrawled scroll, a crude pictograph of writing. And sliding under it, there is another scene. This is dream writing, after all, the manifest appearance of writing and underneath, God knows what, the unavowable. Like a dream, the word ‘dream’ stages one thing, our slept imaginings, while at the same time there’s loud rejoicing, Nachtsmusik playing top volume. Listen: ‘Not hear?’ says Childe Roland on reaching the tower, ‘when noise was everywhere! It tolled / Increasing like a bell.’ 
To write is not to build churches nor to make sculpture. Louse Bourgeois said of the craftsman with the core drill: ‘I could write a short story on my relationship to the guy who came and carved that thing’ (Bourgeois 1998: 171). That could-be story would be dream writing. A writing that still was to have been, that could be. Dream writing is writing’s repetitious affirmation of what it was to have been.  In this case, in my case, it was to have been a dream-hole, the place where mirth, joy, sound, music were to have come forth, out of a book to you. 
The naïve desire to turn back to obsolete senses of words, in this case an obsolete sense of the word ‘dream,’ and to regress from mere words and written signs to what Freud calls ‘sensory images we can actually believe in’ is a desire for a phantom centre,  here, now, absolute: finish. (As happens in Browning’s poem at the climactic moment when Childe Roland to the Dark Tower came. He recognises it a bit late: ‘Dunce, / Dotard, a-dozing at the very nonce, / After a life spent training for the sight!’ (Browning 1979: 139).)  There: tower, hole, opening, movement, everything. Truth without detour. In French the chain plays out even more smoothly: tour, trou, route, ouverture, mouvement, tout. The extreme vividness of dreaming that we delight in is quite close to the all-at-once of death. We are immortal when we dream and when we wake from dreaming. Dream writing risks the void and overload, risks collapse into its own condensations and ellipses. Pure belief wants not to know and not to find. It tests itself to the point of destruction, weakens itself with knowledge, repeats impasses - in order still to believe. 
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